PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION SHEETS
Air Fresheners
10-00 Fresh Scents Air Fresheners
Commercial Air Fresheners
Available in eighteen scents, these high-potency commercial room fresheners are great for use in
hotels, restaurants, automobiles, malls and aircraft.

10-15 Breeze
Odor Eliminator
A true odor eliminator, it actually attacks odors and neutralizes them. Works great for pet, cigarette
and other foul odors and leaves behind a clean, neutral scent.

All Purpose Cleaners
11-05 Bacto-Ban
All Purpose Cleaner & Disinfectant
A germicidal cleaner used to kill bacteria, fungi, and viruses. For use in hospitals, restaurants,
bathrooms, veterinarian offices, meat packing plants, etc. Easy-to-use multi-purpose cleaner acts
like an all-purpose cleaner with germicidal benefits.

11-10 Klenzol
Heavy Duty All Purpose Cleaner
An excellent all purpose cleaner. Works great on leather, carpeting, interiors, rims, wheel wells,
floors and even engines.

11-20 MVP All Purpose Cleaner
Multi-Use Cleaner
This fast-acting all purpose cleaner is part of our MVP Value Line. Excellent for auctions and highvolume detail shops. Works on vinyl, carpet, rims, tires, floors and engines.

11-25 Super Juice
Citrus All Purpose Cleaner
A highly-concentrated, multi-purpose cleaner. Great for cleaning even the dirtiest vinyl and carpets.
Contains natural citrus cleaners to break down dirt and grease. Also great for removing tar and
grease from exterior surfaces.

35-14 Citrus Power
Aerosol All Purpose Cleaner
A foaming aerosol spray-on, wipe-off cleaner for institutional, commercial and industrial use.
Formulated with citrus solvents to easily remove grease, oil, lipstick & crayon marks from any hard
surface.

Degreasers
12-05 Degreaser Dry-Pack Kit
Degreaser Concentrate
A hyper-concentrate kit that is mixed into a high-quality degreaser by the local distributor. Use it on
engines, floors, wheels and tires. High-surfactant content makes it an excellent non-staining product
for specialty wheels.
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Degreasers
12-10 Fireball Kit
Degreaser Concentrate
A hyper-concentrate that is mixed into a degreaser by the local distributor. A high-caustic content
makes this a fast-acting cleaner for engines, rims and concrete floors.

12-20 Hard Surface
Environmentally Friendly, Citrus-Based Industrial Clea
From simple dirt to thick grease and grime, this highly-concentrated detergent uses the power of
citrus to clean engines, garage floors, wheels, table tops, patio furniture and almost any hard
surface. Fits every need. Biodegradable.

12-30 Hurricane
Concentrated General Purpose Degreaser
A true all-purpose degreaser --- cleans anything ranging from whitewalls, white vinyl interiors,
engines, rims, tires, vinyl and convertible tops to their original brilliance with one easy application.
Removes curb burns and road grime from white walls and yellowing dirt from white vinyl.

12-40 MVP Degreaser
Multi-Use Degreaser
This caustic and butyl degreaser is part of our MVP Value Line. Excellent for auctions and highvolume detail shops. Works on engines, carpet, rims, tires, floors and engines.

12-45 Powdered Floor Soap
Commercial Floor Cleaner
Highly-concentrated floor powder easily cleans even the greasiest shop floors. Starts off red, then
turns green when mixed with water. Economical and easy to use.

12-50 R.E.D. Degreaser
Heavy Duty Water-Based Degreaser
The best water-based degreaser on the market! This concentrated formula is biodegradable and
cleans engines in a snap without damaging delicate metal parts. Just spray and rinse…it's that easy.

12-70 Hyper Degreaser
Cost Affective Degreaser Concentrate
A hyper-concentrate that is mixed into a degreaser by the local distributor. Makes a fast acting
product that can be used straight or diluted to clean wheels, white walls, engines and floors.

Dressings
13-08 Rubber Cleaner
Rubber Trim Cleaner & Conditioner
A fast acting rubber cleaner for removing compound & polish residue. Cleans even old compound
residue and restores rubber to a like new shine.

13-10 Bumper Gelle
Bumper Restorer
A thick, rich blend of polymers and penetrating solvents. Makes dull, faded bumpers and trim look
like new.
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13-15 California Dressing
VOC Compliant, Solvent-Based Dressing
High quality solvents and polymers penetrate to create a deep, rich, long-lasting shine on all rubber
components. Meets California state and Federal EPA standards for VOC emissions.

13-19 Leather Treat
Leather Conditioner
This moisturizing cream restores leather to its original luster and suppleness.

13-22 Lustre Shield
Vent & Plastic Trim Spray
Fast-drying aerosol dressing for use on radios, vents and other plastic surfaces..

13-25 MVP Blue Dressing
Rubber & Vinyl Dressing
Our Newest Dressing. It is a great combination of economy and shine. Can be used straight or
diluted. Great for car washes, detail shops, auto auctions and other volume dressing users.

13-30 Qwik Dress
Concentrated Rubber & Vinyl Dressing
A thick rubber and tire protectant that can be diluted or used straight. Provides long term protection
and gloss to both interior and exterior components. A great combination of quality and value.

13-34 Rubber Dressing Concentrate
Silicone Free All Purpose Dressings
A short-term, non-silicone formula designed specifically for body shops. Very economical (mixes
4:1). For exterior rubber and trim only.

13-35 Special Blend (not available in CA)
High Gloss, Medium Drying Solvent Dressing
An economical, solvent-based rubber dressing which provides an even, high shine to tires and
rubber bumpers. Works great on hard plastic and rubber trim.

13-40 Tire Gloss (not available in CA)
High Shine, Fast Drying Solvent Dressing
Create a super-high gloss on tires and exterior trim. Tire Gloss out-shines and out-lasts any other
solvent dressing on the market. Tire Gloss is very fast drying and it will not harm painted plastic
cladding. For Exterior Use Only.

13-44 True Blue (not available in CA)
Satin Shine, Slow Drying Solvent Dressing
A solvent-based "spray and walk" dressing. No wiping, non-greasy formula with great coverage and
medium gloss make this a perfect dressing for both interior and exterior use.

13-50 Tunnel Dressing
Wipe On Car Wash Dressing
Designed especially for car washes, this product wipes on easily and dries quickly. It creates a
great shine and will not fling off tires when the customer drives away.
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13-66 Ultra Gloss
Rubber & Vinyl Protectant
One of Mark V's most popular products, Ultra Gloss stands out as the ultimate finishing treatment
which protects and restores rubber and vinyl to its original luster. This anti-static formula repels dust
and dirt without leaving a greasy mess. Best of all, Ultra Gloss holds up through repeated washings.

Glass Cleaners
14-08 Concentrated Glass Cleaner
Economical Streak-Free Formula
A concentrated formula for use in car washes and high-volume detail shops. Highly dilutable, it
cleans even the dirtiest of windows.

14-30 Crystal Clear Glass Cleaner
Aerosol Glass Cleaner
A fast and easy aerosol glass cleaner for use by mechanics and service bay personnel. Cleans
windows, chrome and vinyl with a quick spray and wipe.

14-49 MVP Glass Cleaner
Commercial Glass Cleaner
Part of our MVP Value Line, this glass cleaner cleans without streaking. Use on glass, chrome and
any hard surface.

14-60 Window Sheen
Concentrated Commercial Glass Cleaner
Our most popular product! A patented formula of cleaning agents cuts through the oily film build-up
on auto glass surfaces. Cleans and shines everything from mirrors to chrome surfaces without
streaking. Industrial strength means a little goes a long way.

Interior Cleaners
15-03 Bio-Zyme
Concentrated Enzyme Cleaner
An enzyme cleaner for use on protein-based stains: food, blood, urine, feces, vomit, etc. Contains
over one billion spores per gallon. When in contact with stain, spores come to life and eat away at
the stain. Spores continue to multiply and eat until the stain is gone.

15-08 Fresh & Clean
Economical Carpet Shampoo
This thick carpet shampoo has a high-foam formula that easily removes dirt and grime from carpets
and other fabrics. Its dry foam formula leaves no sticky residue. Fresh & Clean also has a
refreshingly clean cherry fragrance that lingers.

15-10 Hot Shot
Carpet Extractor Shampoo
This product is a concentrated extractor shampoo. Designed to clean even the dirtiest carpets
without leaving a sticky residue. Keeps carpets fluffy and fresh smelling. Keeps extractor pump,
heater and O-rings intact and clean for a long life.
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Interior Cleaners
15-16 Juice
Citrus Based Interior Cleaner
A citrus, multi-purpose interior cleaner. Citrus extracts and dry foam surfactants easily clean grease
and oil without leaving a sticky residue. Great for extractors and spray-on, wipe-off applications.
Use as a non-solvent pre-spotter, too.

15-31 Velour & Carpet Shampoo
High Foaming Shampoo With Optical Brighteners
A highly-concentrated, dry foam shampoo. This gentle formula safely lifts grime from the dirtiest, yet
most delicate carpets and velour seats. Special optical brighteners restore color to fabrics.

15-38 Vinyl & Leather Shampoo
Multi-Use Interior Cleaner
Made specifically to clean today's delicate leather interiors without over-wetting or drying. Prepares
leather surfaces for Mark V's Leather Treat.

35-14 Upholstery Plus
Aerosol Interior Cleaner
An industrial strength foaming aerosol cleaner for velour, cloth, carpet & vinyl. Upholstery Plus has
an inverted sprayer to shoot cleaning power into the dirt allowing the foam to lift it away.

Master Tech
60-10 Citrus Hand Cleaner
Citrus-Based Hand Cleaner With Pumice
A highly concentrated blend of citrus solvents and surfactants quickly dissolves even the toughest
grease and grime from hands. Contains emollients & glycerin to protect hands and keep them soft.

60-20 Washer Solvent
Streak Free Washer Solvent
A streak free window washer solvent. Just add 8 ounces of product to the washer reservoir and fill
with water. Creates a fast drying, streak free window washer solvent that meets all Federal and
State regulations. Not for use in all areas. Does not protect resevoir from freezing.

60-30 Washer Solvent Hyper
Hyper-Concentrate Window Washer Solvent
Easily make 55 gallons of concentrate Window Washer Solvent. Just add 5 gallons of Wash
Solvent Hyper Concentrate to a drum and fill with water. Fill washer solvent reservoir with this
mixture. Makes a fast drying, non-streaking cleaner that protects from freezing down to 15 degrees.

Sealants
16-11 Fabric Guard
Fabric Protector For Auto, Home & Outdoor Use
Made from the highest quality polymers, Fabric Guard is drawn in and around each fiber shaft,
protecting the fabric from hot and cold drinks, food, oil and all other possible spills. UV protectors
help keep your fabric from fading, too.
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Sealants
16-22 Paint Sealant
Long-Lasting Teflon & Polymer Formula
Our longest-lasting paint protectant uses #1 carnauba wax and four polymers to create the ultimate
in shine and longevity. Easy-to-use formula wipes off easily and protects paint for up to two years.

16-44 Vinyl & Leather Protectant
Interior Protectant
A polymer-based dressing that provides long-term protection and gloss to most interior surfaces.
Part of Mark V's paint sealant package.

Soaps
17-00 Auto Glow
Wash & Wax Concentrate
A luxurious, foamy wash and wax. Auto Glow washes and shines your car between waxing. Neutral
pH formula easily removes dirt and grease, but will not strip or etch your paint, even in hot weather.
Highly concentrated.

17-12 Auto Shampoo
Car Wash Concentrate
A highly-concentrated car wash soap for use on cars and trucks. High surfactant content easily
removes dirt, grease and diesel blow by Neutral pH formula means it will not strip or etch your
vehicles surface.

17-19 Deluxe Powdered Car Soap
Powdered Concentrate
Our most economical car wash shampoo. Easily dissolves into water and washes even the most
dirty vehicles. Non-caustic formula will not streak paint or remove wax.

17-22 Extreme
Multi-Purpose Miracle Cleaner For RV's, Boats & Plane
Extreme will remove even the most stubborn traffic film and streaks from tractor-trailers, R.V.s,
trucks and cars. Greying films not removed by even the strongest degreasers will melt away when
washed with Extreme. A fantastic non-acid, wheel cleaner, it easily removes brake-dust without the
chance of harming expensive rims.

17-30 MVP Wash & Wax
Economical Car Wash & Wax Shampoo
A high-suds, neutral pH shampoo with wax. Easily cleans oil and grease from vehicles and leaves a
glossy just-waxed shine. Part of our MVP Value Line.

17-44 Very Cherry
Economical pH balanced Car Wash Shampoo
A concentrated high foam shampoo for car washes, dealerships and fleet maintenance personnel.
Neutral pH formula will not remove wax or harm skin. Popular product with detailers because of its
great foam and fantastic cherry fragrance.

Solvents
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18-05 Adhesive Remover
Heavy Duty Glue Remover
Fast drying, solvent formula will remove most glue, adhesive and tar. More powerful than Qwik Solv.
Use caution around plastic and fresh paint.

18-11 Citrus-Solv
Citrus Based New Car Solvent
Remove tar, glue, gum, stickers and cosmoline residue with this high-quality blend of solvents. Can
be used on interiors as well as paint and vinyl. Citrus-Solv uses the power of citrus solvent giving
this product a pleasant orange smell.

18-20 Fabric Spot Remover
Interior Pre-Spotter
Fast drying, solvent for use as a pre-spotter. Removes grease and grime quickly and evaporates
clean. Excellent on all types of fabric, velour and other delicate surfaces.

18-26 Lacquer Thinner
Paint Dilutant
A fast-drying, fast-acting solvent for easy clean-up of grease, tar and gum.

18-33 Orange Power
Rinseable Multi-Purpose Solvent
The power of citrus solvents is used to melt tar, adhesive and cosmoline from automotive exteriors
and easily rinse them away with water! Special surfactants help to clean the vehicle surface and
rinse clean leaving your vehicle spotless.

18-55 Qwik Solv
General Purpose Solvent
Dissolve gum, cosmoline residue, undercoating overspray and glue with one easy application.
Leaves no oily residue. Cuts car preparation time in half.

Specialty Cleaners
19-10 Bug Remover / TCR
Concentrated Bug Remover
Dead bugs are no problem for this powerful cleaner; just wash and rinse. This biodegradable
cleaner easily removes even the heaviest concentration of bugs. For use on cars, R.V.s and tractor
trailers.

19-14 De-Cos
Cosmoline Remover
Feel shipping wax or cosmoline melt away with an application of De-Cos. Approved by American
Honda Motor Company for its effectiveness on removing even baked-on cosmoline without harming
taillights and window trim.

19-21 Fallout Powder
Rail Dust Remover
Looking for a safe and efficient way to dissolve industrial fallout, rust specks and rail dust deposits?
Simply wash with Fallout Powder and rinse. That's all it takes.
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Specialty Cleaners
19-33 Liquid Fallout Remover
Rail Dust Remover
A ready to use, fast acting industrial fallout and rail dust remover.

19-55 Splash
Water Spot & Scale Remover
Stubborn water spots rinse away with just one application of Splash. Just wipe Splash onto paint or
glass and rinse with clean water. It's that easy! Splash's special formula dissolves away the
minerals that cause even the worst hard water spots. Approved by American Honda Motor
Company after extensive testing in the U.S. and in Japan.

Tunnel & Self Serve
21-10 Tunnel Shampoo
Multi-Purpose High Foam Shampoo
A highly concentrated blend of surfactants that create a thick rich foam and lubrication for brushes
and cloth equipment. Cleans grease, grime, diesel blow by and other dirt with ease without stripping
wax. Excellent for all types of washes including self-serve, tunnel and hand wash facilities. Neutral
pH will attack hands or skin like competitor's shampoos.

21-15 Low PH Foaming Shampoo
Acid-Based Foaming Shampoo
This is a fast-acting acid-based car wash shampoo. This product does NOT contain hydrofluoric or
sulfuric acid like many other cleaners. It uses a blend of mild acids and surfactants to penetrate dirt
and grime. Use as a first step cleaner in conjunction with Eliminator as part of a two-step cleaning
process.

21-20 Rainbow Foam
Foaming Protectant
Our most popular protectant, available in red, blue and yellow, creates a dense, shaving-cream foam
that coats the vehicle. Polymer protectant adhere to the surface allowing the foam to rinse clean
while creating a new car shine.

21-40 Rinse Aid Drying Agent
Economical Drying Agent
Our most popular rinse aid / drying agent. As soon as this product hits the vehicle, you will see it
working! It makes the water bead immediately, allowing for better rinsing and for the blowers to dry
the vehicle effectively. Economical and cost effective formula for use in self-serve and tunnel
washes.

21-41 Foaming Brush Shampoo
Self-Serve Brush Shampoo - RED
Specifically designed for use by self-service car wash brushes. Creates a thick, red, shaving-cream
foam that cleans and lubricates the vehicle surface. Easily cleans dirt, grime, grease, bugs and
grime while reducing the chance of scratching the vehicle surface. Has a great cherry scent that
your customers will love.

21-44 Clear Coat Sealer
Polymer-Based Paint Protectant
For use in both tunnel and self-serve washes, Clear Coat Sealer is a non-foaming paint protectant.
This concentrated formula quickly creates a polymer film on the surface of the vehicle. It produces a
just waxed shine and water-beading properties to the vehicles finish.
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Tunnel & Self Serve
21-45 Foaming Conditioner Purple
Foaming Paint Protectant- Purple
A foaming paint protectant for tunnel or self-serve use. Creates a luxurious purple foaming
protectant that coats the vehicle and attaches a polymer layer of protectant. The foam is designed
to rinse clean under the next arch. For use as a single-step foaming protectant. Contains more
polymers than our Rainbow foam protectant.

21-46 Bead It
Hyper Concentrate Drying Agent
Part of our hyper concentrate car wash line, Bead It is the ultimate Rinse Aid / Drying Agent. Quickly
creates beading on the vehicle surface and leaves a bright shine on the vehicle.

21-61 Rust Inhibitor
Undercarriage Cleaner and Protectant
This product is sprayed onto the undercarriage to remove salt deposits and other grime. Highly
concentrate corrosion inhibitors neutralize any remaining salt and protect the undercarriage from
further corrosion. A necessary car wash up sell for any area of the country where salt is used on the
roads.

21-64 Prep Wash Ext
Car Wash Pre-soak
A fast and effective pre-soak tested in even the most extreme environments of Alaska. Fast acting
formula penetrates road film, salt, dirt, bugs and grease pulling them away from the surface of the
vehicle and allowing them to rinse off before the vehicle hits the brush / cloth equipment. Highlyconcentrate formula also works well as a single step touchless shampoo.

21-66 Eliminator
Alkaline High-Foam Shampoo
Eliminator is part of our two step touchless cleaning system. Use Eliminator as the second step
shampoo to neutralize the vehicle surface and clean grease and grime. Highly concentrated formula
makes this an effective shampoo for any dirt / grease / grime found in different areas of the country.

21-69 Typhoon
Acid-Based Tunnel Shampoo
A highly concentrated and aggressive shampoo. Contains Hydrofluoric and Sulfuric acids. Fast
acting formula cuts through grease and grime quickly. Use this product as the first step of our twostep cleaning process. This product will attack concrete floors and stainless steel equipment. Use
with caution.

Waxes, Polishes, Glazes & Compounds
22-03 Body Glow
Silicone Free Clay Lubricant
This body shop safe formula works as both a finish enhancer and buffing lubricant. Great for
cleaning compound splatter after buffing or just removing dust and fingerprints before delivery. Aids
Body Clay users by increasing lubricity.

22-10 Clay
Contamination Remover
Remove tar specks, overspray, tree sap and other industrial contaminants in a snap. Available in 3
distinct strengths -- mild, medium and aggressive.
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Waxes, Polishes, Glazes & Compounds
22-15 Paste Wax (Coach Wax)
Carnauba Paste Wax
A rich combination of the finest imported carnauba wax and polymers create a rock hard finish on
any vehicle surface. Perfect as a final step product for creating the ultimate, long-lasting shine.

22-21 Dazzle
Finishing Polish With Polymers & Carnauba Wax
Incredibly easy to use, Dazzle is fortified with polymer resins and natural waxes making it the perfect
choice for fast detailing and new car get-ready. Dazzle is guaranteed not to streak or haze even in
weather up to 95 degrees with 95 percent humidity.

22-26 Drywash
Waterless Car Wash
An easy-to-use waterless car wash. Cleans, polishes and protects in one easy step! Contains
polymers to lubricate and protect the surface. Just spray on and wipe off -- it's that easy. Great for
show cars, showroom vehicles and trucks.

22-30 Fast 'n' Brite
Heavy Duty Cleaner Wax
A cleaner/glaze utilizing a unique combination of abrasives which give the detailer quick cutting and
leveling characteristics without the swirls that other products leave behind. Fast 'n' Brite cuts,
polishes and seals all in one easy step, leaving behind a brilliant finish which lasts for months.

22-33 Fast Wax - Spray Wax
Carnauba & Polymer Sealant
An easy to use spray on wax. It is not an instant detailer, which will only provide short term gloss to
the vehicle. Fast Wax contains a blend of polymers and carnauba wax to provide gloss and
protection to the vehicle which will last for months.

22-35 Final Finish
Finishing Polish
Even an amateur can get professional results with Final Finish. This low-residue polish can be
applied by hand or machine. The perfect product for vehicle deliveries and express detailing.

22-38 Finish Restorer
Light Duty One Step Cleaner & Polish
The perfect one-step for late model cars, its non-abrasive formula chemically cleans without swirls.
Brightens and restores depth to even the toughest colors. Great for auctions and re-con centers. It
lasts for months. Easy-to-use with an orbital polisher or high-speed buffer. It can be used by hand
in dryer climates.

22-44 Foam Pad Machine Glaze
Body Shop Swirl Remover
A body shop safe glaze to remove compound swirls and minor scratches. Use with a high-speed or
orbital buffer to create the ultimate finish. Does not contain silicone or wax and does not seal the
paint.

22-47 Glaze It
High Gloss Finishing Wax
Glaze It gives you the best of both worlds! Rich exotic waxes cover paint imperfections and give
great depth while high-tech polymers provide durability, ease-of-use and shine. Low dust means
easy clean-up. Works great by hand or with any type of polisher.
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Waxes, Polishes, Glazes & Compounds
22-50 Hand Glaze
Body Shop Finishing Glaze
The best body shop hand glaze available. Easy-on and easy-off formula. Will not cake or stick to
paint. Works by hand or with an orbital polisher to achieve the ultimate shine. Lasts for up to 3
weeks. Does not contain silicone.

22-53 Heavy Duty Compound
Multi-Use Cutting Compound
With its unique blend of chemical cleaning compounds and abrasives, Heavy Duty is one of our
most popular compounds. This cleaner safely and effectively removes scratches, oxidation,
overspray and reduces swirls. Its silicone-free formula can be used with a wool or foam pad.

22-55 IP 100
Long Lasting Polymer Protectant
High quality co-polymers seal and protect paint for up to 18 months! Easy-to-use, low dust formula
can be applied by hand, orbital polisher or, for the longest protection, with a high speed polisher
fitted with a foam polishing pad.

22-57 IP 200
Depth Restorer & Swirl Remover
The ideal "wet look" finishing treatment for such hard-to-shine paint colors as black and red. IP-200
glaze restores clarity and depth. Works great for removing swirl marks and light scratches when
used with a foam pad and high speed polisher. Perfect for use after using Qwik Kut MV-250 or
Krystal Kut.

22-60 Krystal Kut
Synthetic Cutting Compound For Clearcoat Paints
Specifically designed for today's finishes, we combine two high-tech abrasives which initially cut,
then break down and polish the finish to a smooth gloss. Removes acid rain, overspray, sanding
scratches and orange peel. Slower-drying formula allows for a longer working time. Silicone free
formula can be used by body shops or detailers.

22-62 Metal Brite
High Shine Metal Polish
Create the ultimate shine on aluminum, brass, billet, diamond plate and other hard-to-polish metals.
Fast-acting formula wipes on easy and buffs out to a great shine. Perfect for use with polishing balls.

22-66 Mystique
Finessing Glaze
An all-in-one product used by detailers and body shops to remove scratches and create the ultimate
finish. Mystique does not hide scratches; it actually removes them to create a flawless finish.
Detailers love it to remove car wash scratches, oxidation, and other imperfections. Body shops love
it to remove wet sanding marks and compound swirls. This product is body shop safe.

22-70 One Shot
Medium Duty One Step Cleaner & Polish
In a hurry? Cars lined-up? Use One-Shot to clean and protect at the same time. This aggressive
cleaner & glaze leaves a gloss that puts a smile on your customer's face, and it's easy to clean-up
too!
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22-72 Phase V
Light Duty Finessing Glaze
Manufactured with micro-fine abrasives, Phase V is the ultimate product for removing 2000 grit
sanding marks. Eliminates swirl marks and scratches caused by harsher compounds leaving a
deep, smooth, luster all in one easy application. Silicone free means it's body shop safe.

22-76 Power Brite
Cleaner & Glaze For Fiberglass & Gelcoats
Designed for fiberglass and gel-coat products such as motorhomes, boats, and jacuzzi tubs. Power
Brite is a one-step wax with medium abrasives and chemical cleaners. It brightens, fills and restores
depth without swirls.

22-78 Qwik Kut MV-90
Fast Cutting Compound
A fast-cutting abrasive compound, it's perfect for removing 1,000 - 1,500 grit sanding scratches.
High-tech abrasives slowly break down and polish the surface - to a swirl-free shine. An excellent
first step compound for body shops since it is silicone free.

22-80 Qwik Kut MV-250
Friction Activated Compound
Unique heat-induced abrasives make this the compound of choice for high-end body shops and
detailers. An excellent first-cut compound to remove 1,000 - 1,200 grit sanding scratches. After
cutting, the abrasive quickly breaks-down and polishes the surface to a high-gloss finish.

22-81 Qwik Kut MV-350
Fast Cutting with Nano Technology
Removes 1,000 - 1,200 scratches quickly and easily from high solid paint systems. Unique abrasive
blend cuts faster and creates a better finish than any other compound. Works with any type of
buffing pad.

22-83 Qwik Seal
Liquid Carnauba Wax
This liquid wax and polymer formula is fast on and easy off. Will not streak or smudge. Works in all
weather and creates a great long-lasting shine. Meets California VOC regulations.

22-84 R88 Radiance Wax
High Gloss Express Wax
Easy on and easy off formula make this the product of choice for high-volume dealearships and
detail shops. Creates great depth and will not stain or chalk rubber or plastic molding. Meets
California VOC regulations.

22-85 Seal Brite (not available in CA)
Polymer Liquid Wax
Are you a liquid wax lover? Try Seal Brite. A high-solvent liquid polymer/wax formula which
removes tar, sap, and light oxidation while assuring a quick, long lasting shine. "The ultimate
express hand wax."

22-90 Showroom Finish
Finish Enhancer & Clay Lubricant
The finest instant detailer available. Remove fingerprints, smudges and dust with ease. Just spray
and wipe with a soft cloth. It's that easy. Also works well as a clay lubricant.
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Waxes, Polishes, Glazes & Compounds
22-96 Super Duty Compound
Aggressive Cutting Compound
Recommended for severely oxidized paint, Super Duty levels old, faded paint quickly. Super Duty
stands out as the toughest yet the safest of any red cutting compound available in today's market.
Body shop safe and silicone free.

22-98 Uno
All in One Compound & Glaze
A micro-fine polishing product that can easily remove 1200 sanding scratches when using a wool
pad. But, when using a wool pad. UNO will create a flawless, show car finish.

Wheel Cleaners
24-10 Ideal Wheel Cleaner
Gel Wheel cleaner
Specialized ingredients allow Ideal to clean like an acid-based wheel cleaner without the harmful
ingredients. Ideal does not contain the hydrofluoric and/or sulfuric acid often found in other wheel
cleaners. Safe for all wheel types and safe for the user.

24-11 Mag V
Chrome & Wire Wheel Cleaner
Specifically developed for spoked and decorative rims as well as other chrome surfaces. Mag V
removes brake dust, rust and road film. An Acid-based formula with protective buffers won't hurt
clear coated or painted rims if used as directed.

24-22 MVP Wheel Cleaner
Economical Wheel Cleaner
Part of our MVP Value Line, MVP Wheel Cleaner uses a unique blend of acids and surfactants to
remove brake dust, grease and grime at a sensible price. Excellent for high volume dealerships and
detail shops.

24-44 Wheel Brite
High Strength Wire Wheel & Spoke Cleaner
Our strongest wheel cleaner and aluminum brightener. Out performs any other acid-based cleaner
on the market. Cleans even the dirtiest chrome wheels with ease. Highly-concentrated formula is
also an excellent aluminum brightener for tractor trailers.
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